Abstract
Introduction
Deadlock is a phenomenon due to the blocking of system resources among competing processes or communication. The problem is first proposed by Dijkstra in banker's algorithm research in 1965, when it was one of the tough issues facing computer operating systems, specifically, concurrent program design process. Deadlock describes a state of a collection of some parts trapped into an endless loop waiting for service which occupied by other parts, vice versa [1, 2] . The main reason for deadlock was resource responses to request, allocation and release are random and time-varying. The key point to cope with the problem is to control the state of the system running and secure the state space from resource cycling-waiting, enable the entire system state activities acceptable and secured [3, 4, 5] .
Deadlock can be expressed via directed system resource allocation graph accurately, including the nodes (represents the resource) and vertexes (represents all the possible changes of the system), thus enable to determine deadlock by resource allocation graph: it will deadlock with one instance of each resource graph; it may deadlock with multiple instances of each resource graph, it will not deadlock without loops [6, 7] .
Researches focused on deadlock testing, avoidance and release varies from different aspects did a good help for current scholars, while deadlock avoidance from graph theory is not common. Graph theory is well applied to establish a hierarchical model database, network structure model and the relational structure established by relational theory [8] . Therefore, this paper proposed feasible approach to deadlock avoidance based on graph theory.
The paper is mainly focused on the deadlock avoidance including graph theory, Petri net and directed graph, organized as follows: Several preliminary results and theories were introduced in Section I, in the second Section, directed/undirected graph is adopted to determine whether a system trapped into deadlock. Section III is the core simulation on deadlock avoidance consists of three approaches closely interconnected, specifically, involves the banker's algorithm model, spanning tree algorithm of directed/undirected graph and Petri net. The conclusion and related works are shown in the finally section.
Resource allocation graph and waiting graph are two mainly methods to describe deadlock [9] . Resource allocation graph is a variant of waiting diagram with two kinds of nodes: process node and resource node. Resource allocation graph G=(V,E), where the set of vertices V=P∪R. P={p0, p1,…,pm} is the set of processes, R={r1, r2,…,rn} is a resource set, E is set of two kinds of edges: one is requesting edge (pi, rj), which indicates the process Pi requesting an unit of resource rj; the distribution edge (rj, pi) means the process pi occupies a unit of resource rj. Each edge is an ordered pair (pi, rj) or (rj, pi), where P represents the process, R represents a resource type. The resource allocation graph is a more powerful tool because waiting graph is limited for only one unit of resource in one kind of resource type. Moreover, in the resource allocation graph, the system may not be in a deadlock if there is directed loop, while it may mistakes in the waiting graph [10] . Figure 1 indicates two resource allocation graphs. From (a), process P 1 obtains resource from R 1 , and R 1 can be released to the process P 2 ; when process P 3 requests resource R 1 , and process P 2 requests resource R 2 with the response resource of R 1 , the process P 1 will release resource R 1 to the process P 3 , by breaking the circuit, the process P 3 will release resource R 2 to process P 2 , meanwhile, the process P 2 will release resource R 1 to process P 1 , thus enable this system is not in deadlock status.
Process P 1 requests resource R 2 and been answered by R 1 , process P 2 requests resource R 2 and been answered by R 1 , process P 3 requests resource R 1 and been answered by R 2 , process P 1 and P 2 requests resource R 2 and been answered by R 1 , therefore, this system is a deadlock.
Deadlock Criterion Based on Directed Graph
Directed Graph is a geometrical diagram consists of directional edges and corresponding two vertices to the edge, such ordered pair could be expressed as <v i ,v j >, and <v i ,v j > are two different directional edges. As is shown in Figure 2 (a), they are two directed graph demos in terms of deadlock. To abstract the directed graph into simple expressions as
, which is clearly shown in Figure 2 
Figure 2. Directed Graph Demo with Loop
In Figure 2 , Let G 1 is directed diagram, V 1 is a set of vertices which represents a particular database operation of a process, E 1 is the arc set which represents waiting process between two operations, thus meet:
(1) Any two vertices from V 1 are connected by only one arc, the directed graph G 1 related database operation experiences no deadlock. Similarly, in Figure 2 (b),(c), Let G 2 is directed diagram, V 2 is a set of vertices which represents operation process, E 2 is the arc, the process running operation could be expressed as: 1  2  2  1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  2  2   1  2  2  1  2  1  1  1  2  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  2  2   3  3  2  3  2  2  3  2  3  3  1  2  1  2  3  2  2 , , ,
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indicates that there are two arcs between the edges, which enables G 2 is a undirected graph, and G 2 is expected to trap into deadlock.
Deadlock Avoidance Based on Directed Graph
Deadlock avoidance strategy algorithm based on directed graph is an effective way to identify deadlock, i.e. the controller use forward simulation in the process running to determine whether a deadlock occurs under some specified operations.
The resource-based deadlock is caused due to competition for resources [11, 12] . There are four necessary conditions result in resource-based deadlock: i) Mutually exclusive conditions, the resource is occupied certain tasks exclusively at a time, if other tasks that request the resource is bound to be rejected until certain tasks complete operation and release the resource. ii) Request and maintain conditions, certain tasks request more resource and the tasks have occupied part of resource, meanwhile, the test resource has been allocated to other tasks, thus lead to deadlock because of request denied and the resource occupied unreleased. iii) Non-deprived conditions, similar to ii), those resource has been allocated could not be released until the process related finished. iv) Dead loop, there is a process queue which waiting for the running process forms a loop.
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The basic idea is to relieve the deadlock is to eliminate loops from undirected graph to a directed graph. As long as specific deadlock or loop has been detected, the algorithm will cut out certain process, withdraw application command from the system to release resource for further utilization. As a result, other processes are allowed to send request of resource, which makes the system stable and effective.
As is discussed above, two ways adopted to avoid deadlock including resource application control and Petri structure control. For the first one, we try to simulate the result of permit the request from processes, if deadlock will be leaded, then the request is bound to be rejected. Alter the structure of Petri net to adapt request is an adaptive control model based on adding more signal monitors and controllers.
Modeling and Simulation

Banker's Algorithm
Banker's algorithm is based on bank lending system allocation strategy to determine and ensure the safe operation of the system. From the directed graph view, we decompose the directed graph model into more sub figures, thus enable us to analyze the security of each one by ordered distributed algorithm, it checks each request to check if it will lead to an unsafe condition when they added to the system [13, 14] . However, this method requires total resource amount before process running. The flow chart is shown in Figure 3 . For instance, there are three kinds of resources (A,B,C) and five processes (P 1 , P 2 ,…,P n ) in t 0 , the detailed situation is shown in Table 1 . For the system described above, our prior concern is if it is stable. P 1 will be allowed in consideration about the accessible resources of P 1 is above its request, to recollect sources occupied by P 1 , the total accessible resource of the system would up to (5, 3, 2) from the sum of (3,3,2) and (2,0,0). Similarly, as to P 3 , after series of processing and resource release, the total accessible resource of the system would up to (7, 4, 3) from the sum of (5,3,2) and (2,1,1). Then to P 0 , it will be (7,5,3) from the sum of (7, 4, 3) and (0,1,0), P 2 , it will be (10,5,5) from the sum of (7,5,3) and (3,0,2); finally, P 4 could be added to the system for resource allocation, when all processes are finished, the total reminder system resource is (10,5,7). Thus produces a secured sequence:
Graph-theoretical Algorithm
Graph-theoretical algorithm plays an important role in computer science, it provides for a lot of problems are a simple and effective systems modeling method. Graphtheoretical algorithm steps:
Step 1: Judgment graph is a directed graph or undirected graph.
Step 2: According to the request and allocation of resources and directed graph and undirected graph adjacency matrix, remember as A, B. By adjacency matrix symmetry is easy to diagnose whether the deadlock, and then to a deadlock.
Figure 3. Flow Chart of Deadlock Analyze based on Banker's Algorithm
Information to a graph is stored by an adjacency matrix. For an undirected graph, adjacency matrix is symmetrical along the main diagonal, while it may not symmetrical along the main diagonal for a directed one.
For an undirected graph adjacency matrix, if edge [i][j]=1, then there is an edge between vertex i and j, i.e., Elements value in row/column i equal to 1 will be counted as degree of vertex i. For directed graph adjacency matrix, if edge [i][j]=1, then there is an directed edge from vertex i to j, i.e., Elements value in row/column i equal to 1 will be counted as degree of vertex i.
Algorithms to directed and undirected graph are likely the same. We choose a (directed) edge optionally, record vertex set S to it, remove all directed edges between the vertices in this set to generate matrix S 1 , search for directed edges associated with vertex from S 1 , and repeat the procedure before until S i contains all vertices, thus the edges constitute a spanning tree.
As is illustrated in Figure 1 
Figure 1(a) is directed and without weights, let the elements be 0 or 1 here, the output degree of vertices i + 1 is equal to the number of elements in row i which equal to 1, similarly, the input degree of vertices i + 1 is equal to the number of elements in row i which equal to 14, the degree of vertexes are: Figure 4 (a) is directed and will not experience deadlock, figure 4(b) is undirected and will experience deadlock, the results consistent with the discussion in part A, section II.
Figure 4. Correlation Analysis Diagram of Directed/undirected Graph
Petri Net
Petri net is a graphics-based model through the formal language of mathematics, it studies structural and behavioral of actual systems to describe all changes that may occur [14] . Correlation matrix is one of the main analysis of Petri nets, it is mainly used in the form of a matrix to represent the relationship between each alternative and the importance of the evaluation indicators and programs on specific indicators of valuation.
The correlation matrix of A could be achieved as: 
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From A 2 , each row reflects the connection between the vertexes of each edge, let it be defined as a vertex vector V, each column reflects the connection between the edges of each vertex, let it be defined as the edge vector E. From vertex 2, V 2 = (1,0,0,0,0), wherein the first value 1 represents vertex 2 is the start point of edge 1, and the rest value 0 means there is no connection between vertex 2 and other vertexes. Thus, the topology of vertices and edges of the resource allocation graph is straightforward.
Correlation matrix B 2 has 4 rows and 7 columns, the row vector is apparently linearly independent, i.e., B 2 is full rank matrix. Thus, the resource allocation matrix could associated with correlation matrix. The correlation matrix of directed/undirected graph can be expressed in checkerboard in Figure 5 :
Figure 5. Correlation Matrix of Directed/Undirected Graph Expressed in Checkerboard
To do this, we use the following examples of Petri nets can be used to calculate Matlab quickly find and control network nodes will be described in a deadlock. Most elements from Petri net model equal zero, which could be stored in computer memory easily. A testing sample about auto sales machine is experimented below.
Let an auto sales machine provides bottled drink worth 1.5 or 2.0 RMB, and coins of 0.5 and 1.0 are accepted. Let P represent price nodes set, T is conversion operations set (pay coins, claim goods, refund, etc.), M is marking sets, the status flow is depicted in Fig. 6 .
As in indicated in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), for a multiple-tasking sales machine monitoring station, if the resources application decreased dramatically at 40 second, the system could track this trend, and remains some margin above the application resources in case of emergency. But when the user application weakened, it hold its capacity not below the decreasing users, thus to prevent deadlock in advance, see point A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H. However, if the user capacity altered to an increasing way, the system may trapped into deadlock, but as system volume is higher than 4,000 machines, the system would remain stable in the whole period.
Through systemic modeling on auto sales machine monitoring station, the graph theory model receives worthy results even the user fluctuate dramatically. Thus enhanced the system stability and robust. 
Simulation Analysis and Conclusions
Directed graph model has been established and well applied for bankers' algorithm in part A, section III, this approach requires less computational time than traditional centralized online algorithms and guarantee the same flexibility. For a directed graph model, we decomposed it into several subsystems, enable it controllable with additional criteria and strategies. We also adopt matrix to storage resource allocation information based on the resource allocation graph theory, to analyze the topology and express the entire resource allocation map interface between the vertices and edges, effective control of key parameters to achieve the overall calculation optimization. 
Related Works
Graph theory method is a simple and intuitive tools in terms of deadlock avoidance for describing the interaction between the vertices and edges, which makes the graph theory approach could be applied in complex deadlock related systems effectively, however, it cannot express manufacturing systems with multiple resource requests.
Directed graph is an effective and intuitive interactive approach for relationship modeling between processing tasks and resources, it identifies deadlock effectively and derived some strong adaptability deadlock avoidance strategies [15] . Petri nets as an important graphical modeling and digital analysis tool for distributed systems based on rigorous mathematical theory. For a network model, the use of Petri can control common deadlock enable the system in good operation, Disadvantages Petri net model is the model more complex which need to be calculated using software programming to save time and reduce costs in real circumstances.
